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The Newest GT Performance Classic Steering Wheels Now Available at
Summit Racing Equipment

Summit Racing has added the latest versions of GT Performance Classic Steering Wheels.
Whether an enthusiast is building a day-two musclecar, Pro-Tourer, or vintage salt flats racer,
chances are GT performance has the perfect steering wheel for it.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) April 13, 2016 -- Summit Racing has added the latest versions ofGT Performance
Classic Steering Wheels. Whether an enthusiast is building a day-two musclecar, Pro-Tourer, or vintage salt
flats racer, chances are GT performance has the perfect steering wheel for it.

GT-3 Classic Foam Steering Wheels
These steering wheels have an extra thick black foam grip. Each spoke has four chamfered lightening holes to
give the wheel that timeless race look. There is a choice of spoke styles—black powdercoated steel with
lightening holes, chrome plated steel with lightening holes, or chrome with full cutouts.

Classic Wood Steering Wheels
You get a choice here. Both wheels have a V-shaped wood rim with finger grips. The rim has been stained dark
walnut and protected with a clear polyurethane finish. There is a choice of spoke designs—with lightening
holes or with full cutouts. Both designs have polished and chrome plated spokes.

GT-3 Pro-Touring Autocross Wood Steering Wheels
Starting with genuine hand-rubbed stained mahogany, GT Performance adds sculpted finger grips to ensure
confident steering control. These wheels feature a special “tiered spoke” construction, in a choice of designs.
The spokes are finished off with aircraft-style rivets for a nifty neo-industrial vibe.

GM and Ford Licensed Retro Steering Wheels
GT Performance now makes steering wheels bearing the official Chevy Bowtie and Ford Mustang logos
emblazoned on the horn button. Several licensed styles are available, with either foam or wood grips.

Summit Racing also carries other styles of GT Performance Steering Wheels, plus Installation Kits and Horn
Buttons.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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